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ABSTRACT

IZA DP No. 14545 JULY 2021

Crowdsourcing Artificial Intelligence in 
Africa: Findings from a Machine Learning 
Contest

In this paper, we study the crowdsourcing of innovation in Africa through a data science 

contest on an intermediated digital platform. We ran a Machine Learning (ML) contest on 

the continent’s largest data science contest platform, Zindi. Contestants were surveyed 

on their motivations to take part and their perceptions about AI in Africa. In total, 614 

contestants submitted 15,832 entries, and 559 responded to the accompanying survey. 

From the findings, we answered several questions: who take part in these contests and 

why? Who is most likely to win? What are contestants’ entrepreneurial aspirations in 

deploying AI? What are the obstacles they perceive to the greater diffusion of AI in 

Africa? We conclude that crowdsourcing of AI via data contest platforms offers a potential 

mechanism to alleviate some of the constraints in the adoption and diffusion of AI in Africa. 

Recommendations for further research are made.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been described as a general-purpose technology with poten-

tially far-reaching societal impacts (Goldfarb et al., 2021; Trajtenberg, 2018). Many devel-

oping countries, including many in Africa, are pinning hopes on AI to help accelerate growth,

productivity, and competitiveness, and help to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) (Ndung’u & Signé, 2020; Vinuesa et al., 2020). However, as Brynjolfsson et al.

(2017) and Crafts (2020) warned, the potential of AI to bring about rapid increases in pro-

ductivity and GDP growth depend on supporting conditions and investments. With these

lacking, and taking time to establish, the diffusion and adoption of AI will be slow, and the

potential benefits out of reach. Recent research confirms that, despite the hype, adoption

rates of AI remain modest - even in advanced economies1 - and lagging in Africa (European

Commission, 2020; Cisse, 2018). The slow diffusion of AI to Africa may contribute to further

widening digital (and ‘algorithmic’) divides and data gaps between Africa and the advanced

economies2 (Naudé & Vinuesa, 2021; UNCTAD, 2021).

A voluminous literature has studied the determinants of the diffusion and adoption of new

technologies, recognised the importance of intangible aspects, such learning, interaction,

acceptance and experimentation, and tangible resources such as ICT infrastructure and

financial capital – altogether key ‘absorptive’ capacities (Abramovitz, 1986; Keller, 2004;

Kumar & Singh, 2019; Jovanovic & Rob, 1989). There is also agreement that, as Griliches

(1957) pointed out more than half a century ago in the case of hybrid corn seed varieties, the

demand for a technology can facilitate or hinder its diffusion. If, as with hybrid corn seed

varieties in early 20th century America, a new technology is seen as not yet cost effective or

profitable, it will not be used, or its adoption postponed until there is more certainty (Farzin

et al., 1998). Both sets of determinants, respectively from the supply and demand side, are

relevant to understand the slow diffusion and adoption of AI in Africa.

Overcoming these will moreover necessitate policies and investments not only on strength-

ening and building (tangible) ICT infrastructure, where most current digital economy de-

velopment policies are focusing on (Ojanperä et al., 2019), but also to speed up learning,

1A U.S. Census Bureau Survey of over 800,000 firms in the USA found that only 2,9% were using Machine
Learning (ML) in 2018 (Zolas et al., 2020). And a 2020 survey by the European Commission found that
amongst EU firms who indicate to use AI, ‘ at the level of each technology, adoption in the EU is still
relatively low. It ranges from merely 3% of enterprises currently having adopted sentiment analysis to 13%
for anomaly detection and process/equipment optimisation’ (European Commission, 2020, p.9).

2In UNCTAD’s Readiness for Frontier Technologies Index, the world average score is 0,44, and the
average score for Sub-Saharan Africa 0,17 (UNCTAD, 2021).
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interaction and experimentation in data science and bring products and services based on AI

faster to the market (Radhakrishnan & Chattopadhyay, 2020). It is not enough, as Graham

et al. (2017) stress, to merely provide ICT infrastructure, referring to many instances where

access to the internet did not result in it being used in Africa. What is important is to also

encourage the participation of African-based agents in online content creation – using digital

technologies for value creation, learning and interaction. For example, in 2017 the African

share in collaborative coding on GitHub, domain registrations, and academic articles were

respectively only 0,5%, 0,7% and 1,1% of all online content in 2017 (Graham et al., 2017,

p.352).

Although still facing a digital divide and data gaps, and although rates of participation in

the global knowledge economy is still relatively low, recent years have seen positive signs of

progress and catch-up in Africa as far as digital technologies are concerned – beyond the use

of mobile phones. Some of these are discussed in Cisse (2018) Naudé (2018) and Ndung’u

& Signé (2020) and include the rise of indigenous digital platforms, the expansion of tech

hubs and the growing amount of venture capital funding for tech start-ups, many of whom

adopt AI. One notable area of progress has been in the crowdsourcing of innovation. In

crowdsourcing innovation through intermediary digital platforms, specifically contest-based

platforms, African-based initiatives have become internationally notable. In 2020, out of

107 data science contests held on 24 platforms worldwide, the third most (13%) was on an

African-based platform (ML Contests, 2021; Olaleye, 2021).

In this paper, we study the crowdsourcing of innovation in Africa through data science

contests on an intermediated digital platform. Specifically, we are interested in whether

such data science contests can facilitate the diffusion and adoption of AI in Africa. This

necessitates answering several questions: who takes part in these contests and why? Who

is most likely to win? What are contestants’ entrepreneurial aspirations and what are the

obstacles they perceive to the diffusion of AI in Africa? To answer these questions, we

designed and issued a ML challenge on Africa’s largest data science contest platform, Zindi,

in 2020 – contestants were challenged to submit a ML (recommender) model to predict sales

of insurance products for Zimnat, the largest insurance company in Zimbabwe. The challenge

was sponsored by the Volkswagen Foundation as part of a research project to understand the

diffusion of AI better. In tandem with the ML challenge, contestants were surveyed on their

motivations to take part and their perceptions about AI in Africa. In total, 614 contestants

from across the continent and further afield submitted 15,832 entries and 559 responded to

the accompanying survey. Our central hypothesis is that, given the low rates of diffusion of

AI in Africa, and the relative lack of ICT skills, that the growing popularity of data science
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contests partly reflect weaknesses in labor markets and educational facilities. In essence,

intermediated data science contests may be a mechanism to overcome shortcomings in the

supportive institutions for the diffusion of AI.

The results from the contest and survey are described in this paper, after a discussion of the

relevant literature on the crowdsourcing of innovation, and the benefits and downsides of

digital platforms as intermediaries. In summary, we found that data science contests via an

intermediary digital platform in Africa may provide a mechanism to overcome labor market

and educational obstacles to AI adoption in Africa. Several recommendations for further

research are provided.

This paper contributes to several strands of recent literature on the digital economy, innova-

tion, and artificial intelligence, and how this is evolving in Africa. Firstly, to the best of our

knowledge, this is the first paper to undertake a systematic analysis of a crowdsourcing con-

test held on Africa’s largest data science contest platform. This complements the rising tide

of recent work on Africa’s participation in the digital economy, which includes extensive sur-

veys of the digital economy and digital work in Africa by Graham (2019), Anwar & Graham

(2020), Friederici et al. (2017) and Ojanperä et al. (2019) amongst others. These authors

studied amongst others the measurement of Africa’s knowledge economy, the participation

of African workers in digital online creation, the role and extent of integration of African

digital workers into global labor markets as freelancers through digital work platforms, and

the use of hackathons. They did not study the role and extent of data science competitions

however, even though Africa is quite prominent in international data science competitions,

and contests are used with increased frequency.

Second, our paper contributes to the knowledge base on crowdsourcing contests, more specif-

ically on the crowdsourcing contests in the data science community. According to Tauchert

et al. (2020, p.1) ‘While there generally has been a lot of research done for crowdsourc-

ing, there is, after an extensive investigation, almost no research available addressing the

combination of both, crowdsourcing and data science.’ Our paper explicitly addresses both

crowdsourcing and data science.

Third, whilst there is a large literature on the motivations for taking part in crowdsourcing

challenges in general (see e.g., Acar (2019); Ghezzi et al. (2018)), there is a gap in the

literature on the motivations to take part in of data science contests. Our paper attempts

to also address this gap, as motivations to take part in data science contests may provide us

with information with which to probe indirectly the determinants of the (slow) diffusion of
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AI.

Finally, given that Africa’s knowledge economy is ‘surprisingly understudied’ (Ojanperä

et al., 2019) and given that there is ‘ a dearth of data on all aspects of artificial intelli-

gence (AI) in Africa’ (Gwagwa et al., 2020, p.2), our paper contributes to expanding our

perspectives and understanding of Africa’s knowledge economy and specifically the accep-

tance, adoption and perspectives of AI.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we place the study within the

context of the scholarly literature on crowdsourcing of innovation. We also survey the current

landscape of data science contests as a method of crowdsourcing innovation in the digital

economy, and list notable data science contests platforms currently in operation, noting the

predominance of African-based contests. Section 3 contains the empirical analyses, which

are twofold: we present an analysis of a survey of contestants, as well as an analysis of the

outcomes of a ML contest that we designed and held on Zindi. Section 4 concludes with a

summary and recommendations for further research.

2 Relevant Literature

While the crowdsourcing3 of AI in Africa is a very recent phenomenon, using the crowd

to source a solution to a problem, or find an innovation, can according to Afuah & Tucci

(2012, p.355) be traced ‘as far back as 1714, when the British government offered a cash

prize -the Longitude Prize- to anyone who would come up with an elegant way to determine

the position of ships in the sea.’ What has changed since then is that the availability of the

internet and increased computing power have in recent years enabled the scaling up of the

process of crowdsourcing (Mao et al., 2017; Piller & Walcher, 2006).

Crowdsourcing can more formally be described as ‘the process of a crowd-seeker tapping the

intellect of a large pool of independent individuals (usually referred to as crowd) to either

collaboratively or competitively fulfil the requirements of a project normally delegated to

employees in an organization or a task that requires human judgement’ (Ayaburi et al., 2020,

p.1227). It can take place through crowdsourcing communities - essentially a collaborative

approach4 - or through crowdsourcing challenges or contests, also referred to as tournament-

3The term crowdsourcing is ascribed to Jeff Howe who used it in an article in Wired magazine in 2006
(Acar, 2019).

4Examples include InnoCentive’s Open Innovation Marketplace or crowdSPRING.
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based crowdsourcing (Acar, 2019; Afuah & Tucci, 2012).

Contests or tournaments can in turn be hosted either directly by the crowd-seeker (organizer

/ firm) (see e.g., Lüttgens et al. (2014)) or indirectly via an intermediary platform through

issuing a contest to find the best solution. An example of a directly issued crowdsourcing

contest is the case of Netflix, which in 2006 offered a prize of US$ 1 million for software that

‘could better predict which movies customers might like than its own in-house recommenda-

tion software, Cinematch [. . . ] thousands of teams made submissions until one claimed the

prize in 2009 by showing that its software was 10% better than Cinematch’ (Carpenter, 2011,

p.698). This contest resulted in around 45,000 entries, with the winning solution containing

more than 100 individual algorithms (Acar, 2019). And an example of a notable crowd-

sourcing contest via an intermediary digital platform, in this case Kaggle,5 was the 2019

Deepfake Detection Challenge (DFDC),6which offered a prize of US$ 1 million, and which

was sponsored by the crowd-seekers Amazon Web Services (AWS), Facebook, Microsoft, and

the Partnership on AI.

In a crowdsourcing contest via a platform intermediary - the main focus of interest in this

paper - a crowd-seeker ‘posts a task (e.g., logo design, programming task) on a platform

and announces a monetary reward that he is willing to pay for a winning solution. Contes-

tants (e.g., designers or programmers) submit solutions on the platform and the requester

chooses the best solution (possibly more than one) and awards the prize’(Segev, 2020, p.241).

Crowdsourcing platforms ‘act as intermediaries between organisations and the crowd’ (Pavli-

dou et al., 2020, p.2052).

The literature on crowdsourcing more broadly, and crowdsourcing contests more specifically,

is voluminous and expanding, and covers various scholarly fields, in particular strategy, or-

ganization, economics, and innovation (Felin et al., 2017). In the latter it is given much at-

tention in the areas of open innovation and co-creation studies (Ghezzi et al., 2018; Lüttgens

et al., 2014). As far as crowdsourcing contest or tournaments are concerned, the literature

has been concerned to provide an theoretical underpinning (mostly from game theory analy-

ses of auctions); to determine for which projects crowdsourcing contests are best suited; and

to better understand the motivation and behaviour of contestants (Segev, 2020). Reviews of

these strands of literature are contained in Segev (2020), Mao et al. (2017), Ayaburi et al.

(2020), Ghezzi et al. (2018), Zhao & Zhu (2014) and Corchón (2007).

5Kaggle, a platform established in 2010 in Australia, has become one of the most prominent of global
data competition platforms. In 2017 it was bought by Google.

6See https://www.kaggle.com/c/deepfake-detection-challenge/. More than 2000 teams submit-
ted over 8500 entries.
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Some of the core findings of this literature is pertinent for the present study. For instance,

are crowdsourcing always better than more standard procurement to obtain solutions? who

takes part in contests, who wins, and how does the incentives to take part affects participa-

tion and performance? and how should a crowdsourcing contest best be designed to result

in an optimal winning solution? Some of the answers to these questions, on which the liter-

ature seems to be converging, are that first, that crowdsourcing contests are not necessarily

more efficient than traditional ‘idealized’ methods of procurement,7 one reason being that

‘the effort of losing contestants is wasted’ (Chawla et al., 2015, p.80). However, idealised

procurement is not always available, and there are many instances where practical realities

depart significantly from the simplified theoretical world (Segev, 2020).

The literature has also established that individuals who takes part in contests are motivated

by both intrinsic (e.g., entrepreneurial mindset, enjoyment), extrinsic motivations (monetary

rewards, career objectives, reputation) and learning and prosocial motivations (Ghezzi et al.,

2018). Acar (2019), using data from InnoCentive, found that the openness of contests can

give rise to large numbers of inappropriate solutions and that moreover the motivation to

enter a contest affects the appropriateness. Specifically, he found that contestants who were

motivated by intrinsic and extrinsic motivation submitted more appropriate bids, whilst

those motivated by learning and prosocial interaction submnitted less appropriate solutions.

Second, who wins and the quality of the winning solution depends on the effort, skills, and

creativity of contestants (Moldovanu & Sela, 2001; Gross, 2020). In this respect, Körpeoglu

& Cho (2018) showed that a free-entry open contest, with larger number of contestants, will

elicit better performance amongst contestants due to increased competition. Chawla et al.

(2015), modelling crowdsourcing as an all-pay auction, argued that the best contest design is

an ‘ironed virtual value optimizer’ - in the parlance of game theory, meaning that the reward

should be ‘divided evenly among all contestants whose submissions are above a minimum

quality threshold, and are tied under a weakly monotone transformation (via an ironed

virtual value function) of the submission quality’ (Chawla et al., 2015, p.81). However, this

is complex and impractical and thus in practice what is often found are winner-takes-all or

rank-based-rewards (e.g., decrease prizes for the best three solutions). Relatedly, Moldovanu

& Sela (2006) studied the conditions under which it will be optimal to divide the prize

amongst the finalists in the contest, and not follow a winner-takes-all approach.

So far, only a relatively small part of this literature has specifically been devoted to the

7They establish that ’Idealized procurement leads to a better quality outcome in comparison to crowd-
sourcing’ (Chawla et al., 2015, p.82).
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special case of data science crowdsourcing contests - which is most relevant for the case

of crowdsourcing AI in Africa. Tauchert et al. (2020, p.1) recently concluded that ‘While

there generally has been a lot of research done for crowdsourcing, there is, after an extensive

investigation, almost no research available addressing the combination of both, crowdsourcing

and data science.’ There is still a lack of scholarly attention to the process, participation in,

and overall efficiency and contribution of data science contest platforms in general. There

are no studies yet, to the best of our knowledge, that focuses on the case of data science

crowdsourcing contests in Africa.

The extant literature on data science crowdsourcing contests have none the less being able

to establish a number of findings that are relevant for present purposes. The first is that

data science crowdsourcing contests can be efficient, and can contribute to the crowd-seekers’

business. In this respect Humphries et al. (2018) hosted a competition on the data science

contest platform DrivenData challenging participants to submit a time-series model that

can predict the population of Antarctic penguins. Four of the submitted entries were able

to provide better predictions that an earlier model developed by a team of domain experts.

And Bojer & Meldgaard (2021) analysed and reviewed six Kaggle forecasting competitions,

concluding that these competitions can indeed contribute to improve forecasting of daily

and weekly business time series. Other studies that similarly reported on the efficiency

of data science contests include Taieb & Hyndman (2014) and Makridakis et al. (2020).

Data science contests have also helped in steering advances in artificial intelligence (AI). For

example, the ImageNet classification competition pitched data scientists against each other

to build models to classify the millions of images on ImageNet. This resulted, as Marconi

et al. (2019) discuss, in an increase in classification accuracy from 70% in 2010 to 97% in

2017.

Second, although data science contests can be efficient, they are also subject to shortcomings,

which can negatively affect their efficiency. Some of the general concerns about crowdsourc-

ing remain valid (see above). Tauchert et al. (2020) contain one of the few studies so far to

attempt to evaluate why firms may want to use data science contest via a platform, and how

they evaluate the success or performance of the solution that result from it. Interviewing

ten users of Kaggle contests, they concluded that although firms do perceive value from the

solutions thus obtained, solutions were often not ideal, because not all the tasks charac-

terizing the internal data processes and needs of firms can be crowdsourced. Brackbill &

Centola (2020) studied the process of solution discovery among distributed groups of data

scientists across 16 independent data science competitions, finding, counter-intuitively, that

more efficient communication networks amongst contestants can reduce the likelihood of the
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discovery of more novel solutions. This is because ‘the faster solutions of moderate quality

diffuse through an organization, the more likely groups will abandon novel and unproven

ideas and settle for an existing solution rather than working to discover groundbreaking

innovations’ (Brackbill & Centola, 2020, p.1).

In addition to the peer-reviewed literature, less formal and rigorous assessments of data

science contests have been provided by industry participants and others. For instance, ML

Contests (2021) and Olaleye (2021) analysed the nature of participation in 127 data science

contests globally over 24 platforms in 2020. According to ML Contests (2021) the total

prize money in these competitions amounted to US$3,5 million, the most competitions were

issued by Kaggle, and most competitions required solutions to problems from the perspective

of supervised learning, computer vision, and reinforcement learning. Olaleye (2021) reports

that 61% of winners were individuals (teams of 1), that 94% of these winners used the

Python programming language, and that for Deep Learning they used only the PyTorch and

TensorFlow frameworks.

There are many potential advantages to using a data science contest through an intermediary

platform format to promote the diffusion of AI - and this explains the extent and growth in

the number of data science contests in recent years as noted also in the previous paragraph.

Table 1 provides a list of leading data science competition platforms circa 2021.

Table 1 lists 26 active platforms circa 2021. Most of these are in the USA, followed by India,

Europe and China. There is one platform in Africa - Zindi - headquartered in South Africa,

but with a regional office in Ghana. In addition to these 26 active platforms, mention can

also be made of the annual International Data Analysis Olympiad (IDAO)8 which is held in

Russia and organised by the Higher School of Economics (HSE) and Yandex. This contest

attracted 2756 participants from 83 countries in 2020.

Amongst the advantages that data science contest platforms offers, are opportunities for

learning and skills development, for recruitment and better labor market participation, and

for efficiently crowdsourcing innovations (as shown in the preceding paragraphs). While

the actual provision of a solution is of importance to the crowd-seeker, given that not all

the tasks characterizing the internal data processes and needs of firms can be crowdsourced

as was mentioned (see (Tauchert et al., 2020)), data science contest platforms’ value rests

perhaps more in the learning/skills development and labor-job matching areas - i.e. matching

scarce talent and skills with the employment demands of firms. Indeed, most of the data

8See https://idao.world.
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Table 1: Notable data science competition platforms circa 2021

Platform Location Website

AICrowd Switzerland www.aicrowd.com

Alibaba Cloud Tianchi China www.alibabacloud.com

Bitgrit Japan bitgrit.net/competition/

Challenge Data France challengedata.ens.fr

CodaLab France competitions.codalab.org

CrowdANALYTIX USA, India www.crowdanalytix.com

Data mining cup Germany www.data-mining-cup.com

DataFountain China www.datafountain.cn

DataHack India datahack.analyticsvidhya.com

Datasource.ai USA www.datasource.ai/en

DPhi Belgium https://dphi.tech

DrivenData USA www.drivendata.org

EvalAI USA https://eval.ai

HackerEarth USA, India www.hackerearth.com

IEEE DataPort USA ieee-dataport.org

Kaggle USA www.kaggle.com

MachineHack India machinehack.com

Numerai USA https://numer.ai

Omdena USA omdena.com/projects/

RAMP France https://ramp.studio

Signate Japan https://signate.jp

Topcoder USA www.topcoder.com

Unearthed Australia unearthed.solutions

Waymo USA waymo.com/open/challenges/

Xeek UK https://xeek.ai

Zindi South Africa https://zindi.africa

Source: Authors’ own compilation.

science contest platforms listed in Table 1 aim to establish a community of data scientists

and support them through provision of short courses, resources, links, hackathons,9 and

datasets. DataHack, based in India, for example emphasizes in their aims to improve the job

market potential of contestants, by allowing them to signal their skills, but moreover also

to test and build their skills. They offer 44 different educational courses online, some free

and some at payment, for example on AI and ML, Introduction to Web Scraping, Tableau

for Beginners, Getting Started with Neural Networks and on Writing Powerful Data Science

Articles, amongst many others. It is thus fairly accurate, as put by Neo (2019) that data

9Hackathons are also crowdsourcing of innovation activities, but distinct from data science competitions
in that it has a shorter focus, a stronger collaborative effort, and a greater concern with software development.
Specifically, they are short events ‘ often lasting a day or two -where organizers invite people to imagine and
prototype software applications’ (Irani, 2019, p.224). For a critical discussion of Hackathons in the context
of developing countries, see Irani (2019).
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science competitions are ‘the perfect place to learn best practices, accrue feedback on your

work, and augment your skills.’

Other platforms focus more on the job-market aspect. For example TopCoder, a contest

platform concerned with the ‘future of work’, describe their core business as essentially

providing an ‘on-demand talent platform.’ They make available what they term a ‘Talent-

as-a-Service app’ as a ‘Freelancer on-demand offering.’ Similarly, MachineHack describe

their purpose as to help industry to ‘discover and evaluate talented data scientists’ and to

crowdsource innovations.

To the extent that availability of data sciences skills, and the ability of firms to employ

sufficiently skilled data scientists limit the diffusion of AI in Africa, data science contest

platforms with their community approach seems much to recommend it.

While the majority of data science contest platforms tend to be general and broad in the chal-

lenges they offer, some tend to be more specialized by focusing on specific domain challenges

–examples include the Australian platform Unearthed,10 which is concerned with matching

novel data solutions and talent to the needs of the energy and natural resources industry,

Xeek,11 which has as purpose to ‘unite the data and geoscience communities around the

shared goal of crowdsourcing innovative solutions’ and Numerai,12 which holds tournaments

for picking the best ML models for predicting the stock market. While most data science

contest platforms offer all the mentioned services to some degree or the other, most tend to

put more weight on one of these aspects and differ in their governance. For example, some

platforms will emphasize learning, while another will emphasize recruitment, and another the

crowdsourcing of innovations. Some will be private owned for-profit companies or non-profit

foundations, whilst others are open-source web platforms, such as Codalab13 and EvalAI.14

In comparison to the literature on crowdsourcing contest platforms more generally, the lit-

erature on data science contests are not yet voluminous. While the studies surveyed in the

preceding paragraphs have dealt with issues such as the efficiency of data science contests

and the methods used and the nature of the competition problems, it has neglected the

characteristics and motivations of contestants, including their skills, experience, and their

perceptions of AI and data science. This literature has also not taken a regional view, e.g.,

10See https://unearthed.solutions. They describe themselves as a community of ‘startups, developers,
and data scientists making the energy and resources industry more efficient and sustainable.’

11See https://xeek.ai.
12See https://numer.ai.
13See https://competitions.codalab.org
14See https://eval.ai.
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investigated whether the location of contestants’ matter for their success.

In the rest of the paper we attempt to contribute to filling the gaps that we have noted in

the current literature on data science contest platforms, focusing on the case of data science

contests in Africa and their role in the diffusion of AI. Our central hypothesis is that, given

the low rates of diffusion of AI in Africa and the evidence of a relative lack of ICT skills, as

was discussed in the introduction, that the growth in data science contests on the continent

reflect weaknesses in labor markets and educational facilities in data science generally, and AI

specifically. In essence, the rise of data science contests may be a response to shortcomings

in the supportive institutions for the diffusion of AI.

3 Empirical Analysis

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 The Data Science Contest Platform

Zindi has more than 26,000 registered users across 45 African countries, making it the largest

data science competition platform in Africa. Since its establishment in September 2018 it

has run more than 130 contests and hackathons, eliciting around 51,000 enrollments and

awarding more than US$ 250,000 in prize money. Between 2019 and 2020 its number of

contests and hackathons more than tripled, from 25 in 2019 to 81 in 2020.

The running of contests and hackathons are central to the business model of Zindi. Vari-

ous organizations (‘crowd-seekers’) approach Zindi with data and a problem that needs a

solution. For a hosting fee, Zindi prepares the dataset, defines the challenge, sets the prize

money, the competition duration, and other specifications of the competition. Its competi-

tions are published on www.zindi.africa/competitions. Zindi promotes its contests on

its social media platforms. These are also redistributed on websites of initiatives such as ML

Contests,15 which publishes details of data science competitions from more than 20 different

data science competition platforms worldwide.

Over the course of a challenge, contestants download the data from the competition page,

build ML models to solve the problem, and submit files (in csv -format) that hold answers

15See https://blog.mlcontests.com.
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predicted by their models. Submissions are typically scored using one of several error metrics

(in the present case a binary log loss function). The better the score, the better the model is

performing against the public test data set, and contestants are ranked on a public leader-

board. At the end of the contest, contestants can select their two best submissions, and

these are then scored on a private test set (this prevents model over-fitting). The top three

contestants are then asked to submit their full code for review and verification.

Once the winning code is verified and cleaned up, it is delivered to the organization that

sponsored the competition, and IP rights transferred from the winning contestants to the

organization.

3.1.2 The Challenge

The present challenge was organized on Zindi by Zimbabwe’s largest insurance company,

Zimnat (the crowd-seeker in this case). The challenge was very simply stated as ‘Can you

predict which insurance products existing clients will want next?’ Hence, Zimnat desired a

Recommender System (RSs) for their insurance products. “Recommender Systems (RSs) are

tools and techniques for information retrieval and filtering, used to suggest items to be used

or consumed [...] RSs either generate a set of personalized recommendations/suggestions of

items that are expected to be useful for a certain user or try to predict whether a specific

item will be of interest to a user or not, based on his/her previous preferences and those

that are observed on similar users. In their simplest form, the recommendation is provided

in form of a list of ranked items” (Gatzioura et al., 2019, p.4).

Three prizes were offered: A US$ 2,500 first prize, a second prize of US$ 1,500 (60% of the

first prize) and a third prize of US$ 1,000 (40% of the first prize). Contestants had 75 days

to provide a solution or bid16 , were allowed to work in teams, and to submit multiple bids.

A leader-board provided up-to-date process feedback on the quality submitted entries. Such

feedback has been found to be useful in the empirical literature for galvanizing competition

and improving the quality of the winning bids (Segev, 2020). In the present case the quality of

feedback as reflected on the leader-board was based on an objective metric for determining

the best solution, namely the log-loss function of the binary classifier used to model the

answer to the question (see below for a further explanation).

Once contestants registered for the contest on Zindi’s website and had been issued with a

16Entries or solutions are often referred to in the literature as ‘bids’ as these are analogous to an auction
(Ayaburi et al., 2020).
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Zindi username, they gained partial access to a large dataset from Zimnat, covering more

than 29,000 customers. Contestants could only access incomplete data on 10,000 customers

of Zimnat who had purchased more than one insurance product. Specifically, contestants

were given data on all but one of the insurance products of every Zimnat customer. To

answer the challenge, they had to develop a Recommender System. There were 29 insurance

products to choose from. The value of such a model is that it can then also be applied to

any customer to identify further insurance products that might be useful to them given their

current profile. Thus, the contestants face a (binary) classification task – classifying further

insurance products into those that will be chosen and those that will not be chosen. We

chose a Recommender System contests because Recommender System are amongst the most

established and widely diffused uses of ML, and hence could be seen as a basic AI model

building challenge.

Communication about the contest and its requirements and how it will be evaluated are

important steps in crowdsourcing innovations. In this regard Pavlidou et al. (2020, p.2053)

stated that ‘Following planning, a project announces an open call for participation. A precise

description with timeline, requirements and expected goal makes it easy for an individual

to assess whether they are interested and suitable for the project.’ The present contest was

announced and open on 1 July 2020 and ran until 13 September 2020 - thus for 75 days.

The announcement (See Figure 1) provided precise information, an important requirement

as stressed by Pavlidou et al. (2020), and contained a description, the rules, the prizes, and

the timeline. On the competition website contestants could also find the data, a discussion

board, as well as a leader-board, which tracked progress as the competition progressed. An

advantage in this contest, as in most data science competitions, is that the metric for deciding

the winner (s) is clear and objective.

During the period 1 July to 13 September 2020, contestants could upload multiple entries,

i.e., submit more than one model – with provisional results shown on the leader-board as

mentioned. Although it is a competition, contestants could also collaborate in teams, and

submit a solution on behalf of a team. Indeed, some of the best solutions came from teams,

even though, as in data science competitions in general, most entries are by individuals

(Olaleye, 2021).

By the close of the competition, 614 contestants submitted in total 15832 entries. Submis-

sions were received from participants in 62 countries. Most were from Africa, but there were

also a significant number of submissions (21% in fact) from India. From within Africa, most

submissions were received from Nigeria (15%), South Africa (9%), Kenya (8%), Zimbabwe

13



Figure 1: Screenshot of the Zindi Webpage Announcing the Zimnat Insurance Recommen-
dation Challenge

Source: https://zindi.africa/competitions/zimnat-insurance-recommendation-challenge

(8%), Tunisia (3%), and Ghana and Ethiopia (each 2%).

3.1.3 Model Assessment

In this type of crowdsourcing contest, selecting the best solution is relatively easy. The task

here required is to develop a binary classifier model (Naik & Purohit, 2017) as Recommender

System. That is, they need to predict, given clients of Zimnat’s past insurance choices, which

other insurance product they will also choose. For each possible additional insurance product,

it needs to predict either yes (1), or no (0) with respect to whether the client will choose

it. With such an aim, the best performing model will be the one with the highest accuracy

in predicting the second insurance product that customers had bought. Such accuracy can

be measured in terms of the cross-entropy log-loss (CE) score (S) (see e.g.,Godoy (2018)),

which can be written as:

S = −

1

n
Σ[yilog(ŷi) + (1− yi)log(1− ŷi)] (1)

Where n is the number of insurance products being predicted; ŷi the predicted probability

of the insurance product being purchased by the client. yi = 1 if the insurance product
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had been purchased, = 0 if not. Use of the cross-entropy log-loss score is a well-established

metric in data science competitions with which to rank proposed solutions. In the case of the

present competition, the winning entry had a log-loss score of 0.0257, implying an approxi-

mate accuracy of 97%. Binary classifiers can be obtained using several algorithmic methods,

including Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, K-Nearest Neighbors, Support Vector Ma-

chine, Random Forest, Neural Networks and Näıve Bayes (Ortner, 2020). In the present

case the winning team used Decision-Trees (Catboost, LightGBM) and Neural Networks.

3.1.4 The Survey

Participation in the competition was made conditional on completion of a short online ques-

tionnaire. The questionnaire aimed to capture the perceptions of data scientists in Africa,

including broadly all those participating in African data science contests - hence aspiring to

showcase and match their talents in Africa. The questionnaire is contained in the Appendix.

The questionnaire was designed to collect, in addition to basic information on the contestants

(e.g., location, education and other personal characteristics) also information on contestants’

labor market participation, and on their perceptions regarding AI in Africa – their views on

opportunities, obstacles and their entrepreneurial proclivities in this regard.

In total, 559 responses were collected, of which 83% were of males, and 15% of females.

The median age of participants was 25 years. Only 10% of the participants were older

than 35 years. This indicates that contestants participating in data science contests in

Africa are largely (not exclusively) male and young. Their young age may reflect that they

are participating to improve their skills and signal to prospective employers, as per our

hypothesis. Below we will further investigate this.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Who participates in data science contests?

The contest as described in the previous section required completion of a separate question-

naire. This allowed us to obtain information on who participates in data science contests for

AI solutions, match this with who win in these contests, and furthermore solicit their views

as knowledgeable participants in Africa’s knowledge economy on how they perceive AI and
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AI-entrepreneurship opportunities and constraints on the continent.

The first question is : who participates?

The answer is, mainly young people, and mainly men. The median age of participants were

25 years (27 years average) and the majority – 83% - were male. The gender share roughly

corresponds to the share of males in the Zindi user base of 17,000 data scientists (79%).

Participants came from 62 countries, in Africa mainly from Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya,

Zimbabwe, Ghana and Ethiopia. In African data science competitions, the participation of

data scientists from India is noticeable – in the present case 21% of participants were from

India. This is perhaps not surprising in view of the fact that no less than four of the major

data science contest platforms in the world are based in India (see Table 1).

The broader literature on crowdsourcing has established that ‘domain relevant skills’ and

education that is ‘at least partially related to the project’ were characteristics of contestants

who submitted effective (winning) solutions (Pavlidou et al., 2020, p.2050). Therefore, the

first section of our questionnaire collected data on the skills profile of participants. From

the responses it was found that 53% of participants had a bachelor’s degree as their highest

level of education, 31% held a master’s degree, and only 3% had a PhD – see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Highest level of education of contestants

Source: Authors
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Only 35% of the participants indicated that they had a formal qualification in data science

– most participants therefore seemed to have learned their data science abilities outside of

the formal education sector. Consistent with this is that only 9% of participants rated their

own AI-expertise as advanced whereas the majority (56%) considered it to be intermediate

and 36% rated their expertise as beginner.

These findings are somewhat consistent, but with a subtle difference, with the findings of

Anwar & Graham (2020, p.96) that ‘as machine learning – the science of getting computers

to make specific decisions – becomes ever more important in the contemporary era, there

will be a concomitant rise in the need for people to train those machine learning systems [...]

many of these new jobs require little training other than basic computer literacy on the part

of the worker.’

Thus, the profile of who participated in our data science competition is of relatively young

people, with intermediate to beginner level skills in AI and mostly not formally qualified in

data science. This may suggest that a motivation to enter a data science competition may

be job market signaling and/or gaining experience and feedback. In other words, a data

science competition may partly fill in for gaps in the formal education and labor institutions

in the participants’ countries. This is preliminary confirmation of our hypothesis.

This conclusion is further support by the fact that the largest category of participants were

students (40%). Figure 3 shows all the responses to this question.

As can be seen from Figure 3, altogether 53% of participants were either still studying,

or unemployed. Only 24% were in some form of employment, and even less – around 7%

indicated that they were in self-employment and 2% that they were a business owner. As

one could expect from such a labor market profile, a significant share of participants was

dependent on their income from others – for example 38% indicated dependence on their

parents for an income.

Of those who are currently employed, or had been in employment in the recent past, the

most (43%) were employed in the ICT industry – see Figure 4.

Only about half (48%) of those currently employed indicated that they are employed as a data

scientist in their organizations. Why would these young and aspiring data scientists wish to

take part in a data science competition? The scholarly literature has generally, in the case of

crowdsourcing of innovation recognised both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for people to

take part (Tauchert et al., 2020). Pavlidou et al. (2020, p.2054-2056) surveys the literature
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Figure 3: Labor market status

Source: Authors

Figure 4: Sector of current and past employment of participants

Source: Authors

on the motivation to participate in crowdsourcing of innovation activities, noting financial,

career-related, individual-level, community-interaction, and altruistic motivations. In our

own survey, we therefore included questions that relate to intrinsic motivations (e.g., it is an
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intellectual challenge, or a good way of gaining experience) and extrinsic motivations (e.g.,

earning income and finding employment or promoting a career). Based on the contestants’

educational and labour market status, one may suspect that extrinsic motivations, such as

using the competition to improve skills and signal experience to potential employers, may

dominate. Figure 5 shows their responses to the question.

Figure 5: Motivation to take part in a data science contest in Africa

Source: Authors

From Figure 5 the major reasons reported by the participants for taking part in data science

competitions are due to the intellectual challenge it provided, the opportunity it provides to

gain experience in coding, the opportunity to showcase their expertise, and earning income.

This perhaps surprisingly then indicates that intrinsic motivations play a greater role than

one could have expected a priori, but that indeed competitions offer an opportunity to gain

both skills and employment. The latter three motivations are consistent with our expecta-

tions that data science contests are mechanisms to overcome labor market and educational

obstacles in Africa – see also section 4.2 below where the perceptions on these constraints

are further analyzed.

3.2.2 Who wins?

Our first aim was to capture some of the dynamics that goes into participating in and winning

a data science competition involving the development of an AI model.

As was mentioned, contestants download the data for this challenge from the competition

page and submit csv files with their models’ predicted answers. After the closing date (13
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September 2020) the submissions we automatically scored using a binary cross-entropy / log

loss function. Based on the entries received, the following contestants were ranked in the

top 10. Table 2 indicates that many contestants collaborated in teams. Four of the top 10

entries were in fact provided by teams collaborating across countries.

Table 2: Top 10 Bids for the Zimnat Contest

Rank Username Gender Country Entries Contests

1 Team Super Kind Rec-
ommenders

male Kenya 117 35

1 Team Super Kind Rec-
ommenders

male India 44 22

1 Team Super Kind Rec-
ommenders

male Nigeria 54 30

2 Pandas female Kenya 179 5
3 Team Sbernat male Russia 43 19
3 Team Sbernat male Russia 5 4
4 FC male UK 71 5
5 Team ARK male Ghana 286 0
5 Team ARK male Tunisia 29 27
5 Team ARK male Tunisia 47 38
6 johnpateha male Russia 43 4
7 Team DrSpark male Nigerian 35 30
7 Team DrSpark male South Africa 39 6
7 Team DrSpark male Nigeria 37 41
7 Team DrSpark male Nigeria 141 40
8 GuillaumeF ilteau male USA 236 1
9 KarmaML male Russia 231 3
10 Icfstat male Peru 79 4

Source: Authors’ compilation based on contest data.

The top three contestants, in terms of their log loss function ranking, were (reporting only

their usernames / team names) Team Super Kind Recommenders, with a log loss score of

0,0257 (approximately 97% accuracy) Pandas and Team Sbernat. The winner, Team Super

Kind Recommenders was a team consisting of three data scientists from Kenya, Nigeria, and

India. The runners up were respectively from Kenya (Pandas) and Russia (Team Sbernat).

Table 1 further indicates that of the top 10 entries, only one was by a female (Pandas, from

Kenya) and that four came from Nigeria, four from Russia, and two from Tunisia, with

entries from Peru. USA and UK as well. Amongst the top ten entries were one participant

each from Kenya, Ghana and South Africa.

Furthermore, all the contestants in the top ten entries submitted multiple solutions – the
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average for the top ten is 95 – and virtually all had taken part in previous Zindi data science

competitions, with an average participation in 17 previous competitions.

We performed a simple OLS regression analysis to gain more insight into the determinants of

winning submissions. The regression was performed on merging data from the competition

submissions to the results from the survey. This resulted in data covering 251 participants

who completed both the survey as well as submitted a competition entry. Note: not everyone

who completed the survey submitted a competition entry, and not everyone who submitted

an entry completed the questionnaire.

Of the 251 participants who completed both the survey as well as submitted a competition

entry, 48% were from an African country (the majority from Nigeria, Kenya, and South

Africa), 13% were female, the average age was 27 years, on average 33 submissions were

entered per contestant, 19% were married, only 3% had a PhD degree, 91% had a tertiary

education (bachelors, masters of PhD degree), 9% has secondary education as highest quali-

fication. Moreover, only 36% indicated that they held a formal qualification in data science.

Only 9% considered themselves to have advanced skills in the field of artificial intelligence

(AI). Around 39% are seriously consideration starting up a new venture based on AI. 37%

of these participants were students, and only 6% were self-employment.

To measure success or competence (performance) in the contest we used the lowest score in

terms of the log loss function obtained in the Zimnat competition as dependent variable.

The lower the score, the better the performance. As independent variables we used the

number of submissions entered and the number of competitions that a contestant has taken

part - as indicators respectively of learning and experience; we also used variables reflecting

on the individual characteristics of contestants, such as gender, age, country of residence,

education level, employment status, formal qualifications in data science, and intention to

start a new venture using AI technology. The regression results (with robust standard errors

in brackets) are shown in Table 3. A post-regression variance inflation factor (VIF) test

indicated no significant multicollinearity between the independent variables.

In Table 3 four models are estimated: model 1 contains variables reflecting on contestants’

experience, model 2 on their skills, model 3 on their labor market status. Model 4 combines

all of these. Before discussing the results, it is worth pointing out that these models only

explain a small proportion of the variation in scores, given the low adjusted-R2 statistics.

There are evidently unknown and unmeasured variables that these models omit.

Model 1 indicates that experience improves the performance of contestants in the Zimnat
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Table 3: Determinants of Contest Performance – OLS Regression Results; Dependent vari-
able : score on log loss function (robust standard errors in brackets)

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Constant 0.26 0.20 0.15 0.09
(0.101) (0.04)** (0.05)** (0.13)

Submissions -0.002 -0.002
(0.00)** (0.00)

Zindi contests -0.003 -0.01
(0.002)* (0.002)

Age 0.0005 0.004
(0.004) (0.003)

PhD -0.18 -0.23

(0.04)** (0.10)*
Formal qual 0.02 0.03

(0.08) (0.07)
Advanced AI -0.14 -0.08

(0.05)** (0.05)
Student 0.04 0.03

(0.06) (0.06)
Self-employed 0.31 0.31

(0.35) (0.38)
Entrepreneurial 0.02 0.01

(0.07) (0.06)
Gender -0.05

(0.13)
Africa located 0.16

(0.08)*

Diagnostics:

Adjusted R
2 0.03 0.01 0.08 0.07

N 250 249 250 247

Source: Authors’ compilation based on contest data. Note: a ** and * indicates significance at

respectively the 1% and 5% levels.

contests. Thus, contestants with more submissions (reflecting learning by attempting more)

as well as with more experience from participating in Zindi contests, had lower (better)

scores. Age is not significant.

Model 2 indicates that skills also matter – contestants with a PhD achieved better scores,

and those who rated themselves to have advanced skills in AI also performed better. Having

a formal qualification in data science did not matter.

According to model 3 in Table 3, being self- employed is associated with poorer (higher)
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scores. Being a student though or having plans to use AI for new venture creation, were

insignificant.

Finally, in the combined model (model 4) in Table 3, we also control for gender, as well

as whether a participant is resident in an African country. The results are very similar

across models, only in the combined model AI expertise and self-employment status be-

comes insignificant in the presence of the other variables. Moreover, the gender indicator is

insignificant, indicating that being female carries no penalty in terms of performance (one of

the finalist in our contest is female). Finally, participants located in Africa tended to have

on average poorer scores given the positive sign and significance of the indicator variable for

their location.

In conclusion, what these very tentative findings show, is that experience and skills matter

most in performing well in a data science contest. Having an advanced degree, and having

taken part in previous contests contribute to better performance, as does submitting more

entries (perhaps reflecting learning). The fact that participants in Africa seem, on average to

obtain lower results may be due to relative lack of opportunities to build skills, and/or relative

inexperience in data science contests. We have to stress that these are tentative results -

the regressions models themselves only explain a very small proportion of the variance of

the success measure, suffer from omitted variable bias, and only pertain to a single contest.

Further research is needed to gather data and analyse the determinants of winning,learning

and collaborating in data science contests.

3.2.3 Perceptions on AI in Africa

Our second aim was, through the survey attached to the challenge, to obtain information

on the perceptions of data scientists on AI diffusion and AI-entrepreneurship in Africa. For

this we designed the short questionnaire contained in the Appendix and discussed in section

3.3.

From the responses we found the following. First, a slight majority (54%) of respondents

indicated that they are now using or considering using an AI application to start their own

business (see Figure 6). This suggest that there is a significant interest in the entrepreneurial

potential of using AI amongst data scientists working in Africa.

The most promising applications of AI in Africa, according to the participants, are in health-

care, farming and the finance industry (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Entrepreneurial intentions of participants

Source: Authors

Figure 7: Perceptions of Most Promising AI Applications in Africa

Source: Authors

Despite these intentions, and perceptions of promising applications the participants in our

survey and competition do however perceive significant obstacles. These include both ob-

stacles to be a data scientist in Africa (Figure 7), and obstacles in the adoption of AI by
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business firms (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Perceived obstacles to be a data scientist in Africa

Source: Authors

Figure 8 shows that the most serious obstacles to be a data scientist in Africa are perceived

to be that businesses do not yet use data science enough (i.e., low adoption of data-driven

decision making by businesses in Africa), as well as a lack of education programs in data

science. Related to the first is that around 13% of participants rated the lack of sufficient job

opportunities for data scientists as a problem, and 12% the cost of an internet connection.

The lack of education is also compounded by the expense of education in data science – 10%

of participants rated this is as the most serious constraint. It can also be seen that lack of

data protection regulations and electricity are not seen as the most serious constraints.

Figure 9 indicates that participants in our data science contest regard the most significant

obstacles in the adoption of AI by businesses in Africa as a lack of understanding of AI and

its potential (27%), lack of access to good big data (21%) and lack of skilled workers with

data science expertise (19%). The obstacles to the adoption of AI may explain why, in the

perception of the contest participants, the extent of AI adoption in their countries were so

low, as Figure 10 shows.

Figure 10 shows that 76% of respondents judged that fewer than 30% of businesses in their

countries are currently using AI and/or data-driven technology to optimize business process

and customer engagement.

Given the importance of lack of education and skills as an obstacle in this slow diffusion of AI,

and the fact that most of the participants did not have a formal data science qualification, it
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Figure 9: Perceived obstacles to AI adoption by business firms

Source: Authors

Figure 10: Perceived extent of diffusion of AI in Africa

Source: Authors

is interesting to note that participants seemed very aware of providers of AI and data science

education in Africa. However, only a handful of institutions were recognised or acknowledged

my participants for their expertise in AI. The leading providers of AI education according

to the responses are depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11 indicates that the three leading AI education providers in Africa according to con-

test participants were the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Data Science Nigeria,

and the University of Cape Town (UCT). Generally speaking, apart from the recognition

of UCT (and some participants also mentioned Pretoria University and Stellenbosch Uni-

versity) what is noticeable is the absence of African universities from being prominent in
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Figure 11: Perceptions of leading AI education providers in Africa

Source: Authors

providing AI education.

Finally, contest participants were asked which threat posed by AI they consider to be the

most serious. The responses are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Perceptions of Threats Posed by AI in Africa

Source: Authors

Thus, as shown in Figure 12, participants consider data privacy violations and job losses

from automation to be the two most important or serious threats posed by AI. Around 20%

of participants also feared the economic dominance of USA and Chinese digital platform
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companies, and 16% feared that misuse by states to spy on their citizens posed the greatest

threat.

4 Concluding Remarks

Although still facing a noticeable digital divide, and although rates of participation in the

global knowledge economy is still relatively low, recent years have seen positive signs of

progress and catch-up in Africa as far as digital technologies are concerned – beyond the

use of mobile phones. These include the rise of indigenous digital platforms, the expansion

of tech hubs and the growing amount of venture capital funding for tech start-ups, many of

whom adopt AI. One notable area of progress has been in the crowdsourcing of innovation. In

crowdsourcing innovation through intermediary digital platforms, specifically contest-based

platforms, African-based initiatives have become internationally notable. In 2020, out of

107 data science contests held on 24 platforms worldwide, the third most (13%) was on an

African-based platform (ML Contests, 2021; Olaleye, 2021).

There are no studies yet, to the best of our knowledge, that focuses on the case of data science

crowdsourcing contests in Africa. This paper is an attempt to fill this gap. Specifically, we

were interested in whether data science contests can facilitate the diffusion and adoption of

AI in Africa through providing a conduit for learning, interaction, and experimentation in

Machine Learning (ML).

This necessitated answering several questions: who takes part in these contests and why?

Who are most likely to win? What are contestants’ entrepreneurial aspirations in deploying

AI and what are the obstacles they perceive to the greater diffusion of AI in Africa?

To answer these questions, we designed and issued a ML challenge on Africa’s largest data

science contest platform, Zindi, in 2020 – contestants were challenged to submit a ML (rec-

ommender) model to predict sales of insurance products for Zimnat, the largest insurance

company in Zimbabwe. In total, 614 contestants from across the continent and further afield

submitted 15,832 entries and 559 responded to the accompanying survey. From the survey

and the contest, we found the following answers to the questioned posed.

Firstly, who participates in data science contests? The answer was that it is mainly young

people, and mainly men. The median age of participants were 25 years and 83% were male.

Only 35% of the participants indicated that they had a formal qualification in data science
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and only 9% rated their own AI-expertise as advanced. The largest category of participants

were students (40%). Thus, the profile of who participated in our data science competition

is of relatively young people, with intermediate to beginner level skills in AI and mostly not

formally qualified in data science.

Secondly, why take part in these contests? We found that participation was driven by the

intellectual challenge it provided, the opportunity it provides to gain experience in coding, the

opportunity to showcase expertise, and also to earn an income. This surprisingly indicates

that intrinsic motivations play a greater role than one could have expected a priori, but that

indeed contests offer an opportunity to gain both skills and employment.

Thirdly: who wins data science contests? We found that that experience and skills matter

most in performing well in our contest. Having an advanced degree and having taken part

in previous contests contribute to better performance, as does submitting more entries. We

also found that participants based in Africa seems, on average, to obtain lower results. This

may reflect relative lack of opportunities to build skills, or relative inexperience in taking

part in data science contests.

Fourthly, we asked the contestants about their perceptions about AI in Africa, including

their entrepreneurial aspirations and obstacles to AI adoption. A slight majority (54%) of

respondents indicated that they are now using or considering using an AI application to start

their own business. This suggest that there is a non-negligible interest in the entrepreneurial

potential of using AI amongst data scientists working in Africa. The most promising ap-

plications of AI in Africa, according to the participants, are in healthcare, farming and the

finance industry.

As far as the adoption of AI in Africa is concerned, 76% of respondents judged that fewer than

30% of businesses in their countries are currently using AI and/or data-driven technology

to optimize business process and customer engagement. The contestants regarded the most

significant obstacles in this adoption as a lack of understanding of AI and its potential (27%),

lack of access to good big data (21%) and lack of skilled workers with data science expertise

(19%). For data scientists working in Africa, they perceived the most serious obstacles to be

that businesses do not yet use data science enough (i.e., low adoption of data-driven decision

making by businesses in Africa), as well as a lack of education programs in data science.

Finally, participants consider data privacy violations and job losses from automation to be

the two most important or serious threats posed by AI. Around 20% of participants also

feared the economic dominance of USA and Chinese digital platform companies, and 16%
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feared that misuse by states to spy on their citizens posed the greatest threat.

Overall, our empirical results suggest, in confirmation of our hypothesis, that data science

contests via an intermediary digital platform in Africa may reflect labor market and educa-

tional obstacles in Africa, which results in low adoption of AI and relative low demand on an

individual country level for the expensive skills of data scientists. As such, the crowdsourc-

ing of AI via data contest platforms offers a way around these obstacles, and a potential

mechanism to raise both the adoption of AI amongst businesses (supporting adoption from

the demand side) as well as the building up of AI skills (supporting adoption from the supply

side). As such the future of crowdsourcing platforms is pertinent. According toSegev (2020,

p.253) the survival of platforms for crowdsourcing contests ‘depends on the rules they use

and their ability to attract good contestants’ as well as to draw in many crowd-seekers. The

research we reported in this paper is a point of departure for platforms to meet these re-

quirements for survival. But, given that we studied but a single contest on a single platform,

our results should be seen as provisional. Further research is needed not only to study more

contests across multiple platforms and over time, but also to expand the scope of questions

to investigate. In this respect we have three recommendations.

First, we agree with Pavlidou et al. (2020, p.2057) that ‘the effect of earning on the crowd’s

personal and professional development has not been explored’ and that hence more research

is needed to determine whether and how participants’ labor market participation and career

prospects are affected by data science contests.

Second, future research could investigate whether and how firms based in Africa benefit

from data science contests – in other words, does this platform for the crowdsourcing of

data-related innovations help them significantly to perform better? How effective are the

solutions that they obtain through data science competitions? What novel contributions to

the expansion of data science and AI have data science contests stimulated in Africa? Data

science contest platforms are a hybrid of contest-based and collaboration-based crowdsourc-

ing models, in that there is competition, but teamwork (collaboration) is also allowed. The

question with respect to the diffusion and adoption of AI in Africa is, whether this organi-

zational model for intermediary crowdsourcing is optimal, and whether perhaps evolution

of the model towards more collaboration will not be required, particularly considering the

multi-disciplinary challenges that AI by its nature, requires.

Finally, it is not only the sustainability or survival of data science platform contests that are

pertinent, but also their scalability. Kohler (2018) for instance pointed out that ‘scale can
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enhance the effectiveness of crowdsourcing platforms because of the interdependencies among

participants.’ Achieving scale and sustainability are imperatives for data science platform

business models in Africa if they are to play a continuing an enlarged role in the diffusion of

new technologies, such as AI throughout the continent.
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Appendix

Zimnat Insurance Recommendation Challenge:

Questionnaire

PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

As per the competition rules, all participants are required to complete the following question-

naire. Thank you for your time. This questionnaire should not take more than 10 minutes

of your time.

Name: [Name]

Zindi Username: [username]

SECTION 1: Personal Information

Q1.1: Gender [Female / Male / Other]

Q1.2: Age (in completed years) [Number]

Q1.3: Which country do you currently live in? [Country]

Q1.4: Nationality [nationality]

Q1.5: Location: do you live in a rural, semi-/peri-urban or urban area? [Rural / peri-urban

/ urban]

Q1.6: Marital status
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• Single (never married)

• Married or in a domestic partnership

• Divorced

• Separated

• Widowed

Q1.7: What is your highest educational qualification? [PhD, Masters, Bachelors, Secondary

Education, Primary, None]

Q1.8: Do you hold a formal qualification in data science? [yes/ no]

Q1.9: Did you study data science outside your country of birth? [yes/ no]

Q1.10: How many previous Zindi data science competitions did you take part in? [number]

Q1.11: How many Kaggle data science competition have you taken part in? [number]

Q1.12: How did you find out about this competition? [Zindi web page / Social media /

Friends/colleagues]

SECTION 2: Labor Market Information

Q2.1: Which of the following best describes your current situation:

• Wage worker

• Daily labourer
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• Civil servant / public servant

• Self-employed

• Business owner

• Farmer

• Other type of employment

• Unemployed (or furloughed)

• Student

• Housewife/Househusband/parental leave

• Unable to work due to disability

• Retired

Q2.2: The main provider of income in my household is:

• Myself

• My spouse / partner

• Both me and my spouse / partner, equally

• My parent(s)

• My child(ren)

• Other

• I prefer not to answer

Q2.3: [if Q1 == Unemployed or furloughed]: Since when?

• In the last month

• In the last three months
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• In the last six months

• In the last year

• Longer ago than one year

Q2.4: [if Q1 == working or unemployed]:

In which sector is your current / was your most recent, main employment (that is, the job

that is / was responsible for most of your income):

• Agriculture, forestry, fishing

• Manufacturing without construction

• Construction industry

• Commerce, transport, hospitality

• Information and communication

• Administration, real estate, business service providers

• Public service providers, education, health

• Other service providers

Q2.5: [if Q1 == working or unemployed]: Do you currently have a job as a data scientist in

the organization? [yes/ no]

Q2.6: [if Q1 == self-employed or business owner]: Is your current main business or self-

employment activities the selling of data science services? [yes/ no]

Q2.7: Does your business sell a product or service online ? [yes/ no]

Q2.8: How much has your monthly net income changed since the start of the COVID-19

crisis?
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• Drastically decreased

• Moderately decreased

• Did not change

• Moderately increased

• Drastically increased

• I prefer not to answer/doesn’t apply

Q2.9: Why do you take part in data science competitions? Choose the two that best apply

to you:

• The prize money is a possible source of income

• I like the intellectual challenge to solve a practical problem

• The competition offers me an opportunity to showcase my data science expertise

• It is a way of gaining good experiencing in coding

• I do not have many other options to apply my knowledge of data science

• It is something to do while being unemployed

• It may be a possible way out of my current job if I win

SECTION 3: Artificial Intelligence (AI) Perspectives

Q3.1: How would you rate your own expertise in Artificial Intelligence (AI):

• Beginner

• Intermediate

• Advanced
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Q3.2: What are the three most serious obstacles for you as a data scientist working in Africa?

• There are not enough job opportunities

• Data scientists are not appreciated

• Lack of data protection regulations

• Lack of ICT infrastructure

• Lack of electricity

• Cost of an internet connection

• Not enough good educational programmes in data science

• Education in data science is too expensive

• Wages and salaries of data scientists are too low compare to elsewhere

• Businesses do not yet use data science enough

Q3.3: Which educational and research institution in Africa would you consider to be the

leading institution in AI? [name of institution]

Q3.4: Are you at the moment using or considering using an AI application to start your own

business? [yes/ no]

Q3.5: What proportion of formal businesses in your country are currently using some AI

and/or data-driven technology to optimise business processes and customer engagement?

• Less than 10

• Between 10 and 30

• Between 30 and 60

• More than 60
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Q3:6: What are the 2 most important reasons why businesses in your country do not use AI

and other data-science methods more intensively?

• They don’t understand AI or its potential

• They don’t have access to good big data

• It is too expensive to use AI

• There are not enough skilled workers with data science expertise

• The benefits from using AI are too small

• Lack of data protection and cybersecurity

• Lack of ICT infrastructure and broadband

• AI is still too unreliable

Q3.7: Where do you see the most promising applications of AI and data science in Africa?

Choose the two most significant:

• For use by digital platform companies to create multi-sided online markets

• For use by the finance and insurance industry to extend banking services

• To help governments become more effective in taxation and fraud detection

• To enable farmers to identify crop diseases earlier and more accurately

• To provide cheaper and better diagnostic tools to the health sector

• For use as in early warning systems for droughts and flooding

• In the online entertainment and movie industry

Q3.8: What are the most serious threats posed to African countries by AI?

• Being misused by the state to spy on their citizens
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• Leading to a rise in cyber criminality and digital theft

• Causing job losses due to automation of human labor

• Data privacy violations

• Economic dominance by USA and Chinese companies

THE END
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